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► ***Compose your personal notes with the lightest touch on your
phone or tablet*** ► **Easily view notes on your PC or via desktop
notification.** SplashNotes uses Push notifications for faster access
to notes even when you are outside of the app. ► **Write & collage

lists and save them as documents that can be shared with
others.** ► **Move your notes into folders and access them with a
simple keypad.** ► **Add your own signature to any note with GPG

encryption.** ► **Search for text across multiple notes and have
new item results pop up instantly.** ► **Search for tags across all

notes.** ► **Have your lists auto-pilot task & storage at your
fingertips.** ► **Organize a list of tasks with tags and cross

references, create a list of contacts to follow-up on, and create a
shopping list.** ► **Search for old notes and even the date they
were added.** ► **Easily create images for notes.** ► **Create
lists, annotate your photos, add videos, make a QR code, and

much more.** Apps similar to SplashNotes: ►
[www.paizo.com/applications/tools/SPLASH]( [www.catroptastic.co

m/tah-software-batch-notes-for-android-tah-ios-app-keyword-
search-gpg-bulk-encryption-organize-notes-and-more-7/](

[www.bluedragonapp.com/merit-notes/](
[apps2.kde.org/projects/bluedragon-merit-notes/](

[www.thimbleos.com/notes/]( [www.pocketgenie.com/portable-
apps/
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SplashNotes [Mac/Win]

SplashNotes is an advanced personal task manager that helps you
handle and organize all your notes, tasks and project lists in a

simple and straightforward way. Use SplashNotes to keep all the
essential information organized and safe. Writing them down on

paper might not be the best solution, as the sheets can get lost or
destroyed. There are diverse programs out there that provide basic
or more complex functions as a solution to these problems. Easy-to-
use and straightforward interface SplashNotes is an accessible and
user-friendly application designed to offer a simple and practical

way to compose personal goal notes, team project or shopping lists
or tasks that need to be accomplished. The installation is finished

before you know and uncomplicated. It's wrapped in a modern and
intuitive layout displaying a two-tabbed ribbon menu with all the
options neatly organized in sections for quick access. In addition,

the panel is divided into the working area and a file list on the right
side, where you can easily add new templates for faster insertion.
The app supports multiple tabs open, which facilitates the writing
process and makes it more efficient. To each window, a distinct

color is attributed. Customize your lists and add images to describe
the composition better From the home tab, you can insert copied
text from the clipboard, personalize the content with specific font

types, styles, sizes and colors, hide the checkboxes,
expand/collapse the tree, if it's the case, along with find and

replace function and window view management. The Outlining
section, lets you enter new items, delete or duplicate them, move

a task up, down, left or right, add scheme (e.g. legal, roman,
mixed, numeric, alphabetic), dividers, as well as insert pictures and

files from the computer. In addition, the records can be sorted in
ascending or descending order and copied to the filing cabinet. It

would've been nice if there was an option to send completed
assignments to a separate category and set alarms for important

events. The interface appearance can be changed from the "Style"
button in the right corner of the panel. To sum it up The bottom
line is that SplashNotes is a useful and approachable program
created to be a basic yet efficient tool to design bullet lists and
annotations for various purposes and manage the with ease in
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distinct folders. SplashNotes Description: SplashNotes is an
advanced personal task manager that helps you handle and

organize all your notes, tasks and project lists in a simple and
straightforward way b7e8fdf5c8
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The program can help you to store all your notes in a useful and
safe manner. You can use it to copy texts from the internet as well
as create your own notes. You can store everything in one
convenient folder and quickly find what you need. Key Features: -
To separate the order of the text elements you can drag up/down
the lines. When needed, you can quickly rearrange all texts via the
sidebar. - If you decide to create a new list, you can easily insert
the images from the computer. - The application can find any text
with the aid of regular expressions, highlighting, searching inside
of the notes. - For the convenient information system it is possible
to use the file type filters, make working with the tags, sort, and so
on. - The program offers the possibility to create the full-text
search. - A separate folder can be created for you, where you can
store all the records created in it. - By using the Copy, Cut, and
Paste functions you can easily copy the text of any file and paste it
in another one. - The application can easily create customized
forms. - There is an opportunity to change the view of the window.
- The application can work with images from the computer. - If you
want, you can specify the font family and size for different
elements. - To give you an overview of all your records you can
easily switch to a calendar view. - You can quickly sort all records
alphabetically. - The application allows you to easily create a new
category. - You can quickly sort the list by date. - The application
supports various customizations. - The program can easily create a
connection to the PDF format and other files. - The working area
and the file list of records are movable and resizable. - The
application supports notifications when new text is added or it is
changed. - The program gives the opportunity to rename the list
with the aid of the full-text search. - You can choose between two
file types: plain text and HTML. - The application allows you to
manage the clipboard texts in two ways: importing or exporting. -
You can create notes with the aid of the drag & drop function from
the desktop, or copy a part of the opened document. - The user
can quickly resize the window. - The app allows you to add notes
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via the right-click menu and to copy, paste, cut, delete,

What's New In SplashNotes?

Organize your life. With SplashNotes, you will never lose track of
important events again. A simple and intuitive interface - intuitively
create and organize your goals and projects. Use a fully
customizable and flexible interface - create the way you want it.
Make notes with different content and attachments - allow to add
photos, videos, document files and more! Create annotations and
keep it safely - the most important personal data in your hand!
Powerful Outlining - outline your notes or projects in different
styles. Write and edit your notes and projects - create a
personalized system to arrange your projects. With SplashNotes,
you can create annotated documents and notes, quickly write
down to-do lists, fill in your notebook or create other various
documents and lists. As for creating notes, you can add
attachments to your personal notes, mark as private notes and
also add tags. It's also possible to assign different categories to
your notes, list tasks under separate categories and create folders
and files. SplashNotes Features: Create annotations and notes -
easily write down to-do lists, fill in your notebook, create notes with
different content and add multiple attachments. Organize your life
- organize your notes, quickly list your events in different styles,
create note categories and folders, and manage the lists in your
filing cabinet. Make notes with different content and attachments -
allow to add photos, videos, documents and more. Edit and write
your notes and projects - make your notes easily available and edit
them as needed. Outline your notes or projects in different styles -
create your own dedicated style and outline different notes in a
number of different ways. Create to-do lists - create a to-do list to
quickly write down important events. Quickly write down to-do
lists, fill in your notebook or create other various documents - fill in
your notebook, quickly write down to-do lists, create notes with
different content and add multiple attachments to them. Create
and manage your projects - efficiently organize your projects,
create and manage your lists in the most convenient and intuitive
way. Add notes to the project, maintain the lists and sort your
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projects - easily add notes to the project, maintain the lists and
sort them as needed. Create new files - find, organize, classify and
create new files - easily create new files based on the categories
and freely rename and classify files. Add photos, documents, dates
and more to your notes and create notes - easily add photos, dates
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System Requirements For SplashNotes:

Supported OS: Windows 7, 8, and 10 Supported Client: Windows 10
Desktop Release Highlights: Web Viewer: Added support for Web
Viewer Added support for Web Viewer with English Added support
for Web Viewer with Japanese Added support for Web Viewer with
Chinese Added support for Web Viewer with Spanish Added
support for Web Viewer with French Added support for Web Viewer
with German Added support for Web Viewer with Italian
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